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VOTE FOR ACTION
FOR BETTER PAY
F inally, Tube workers are to get a chance

to vote to reject London Underground’s
insulting pay offer and to fight for more.

For RMT members, this comes after a
painfully long wait since the early-October
reps’ meeting voted for more action. For
ASLEF members, it is in a referendum in
which the Society’s leaders recommend a
Yes vote! RMT members should vote Yes
to strikes and Yes to action short; ASLEF
members should vote No to the offer.

At RMT’s reps’ meeting, it looked like
the dispute was regaining some of the
openness and democracy which began the
year and disappeared mid-dispute some
time in the summer. But the subsequent
delay from head office threatened to dilute
the mood that the fight is urgent.

Still, at least RMT leaders don’t say we
should accept the pay-cutting offer.
ASLEF’s seem to think that we should.

The rank and file of both unions need to
reclaim this dispute from the head offices,
and to unite to win a better deal.

<><><>

The reason we should pursue this fight is
simple: the money on offer is rubbish.

1.5% this year - and especially 0.5% next
year - lags way behind the rate at which our
living expenses are going up. It also lags
way behind what our workmates in other
railway companies are getting.

Yet, while pleading poverty as an excuse

not to pay us more, our bosses seem able to
afford bonuses and fat-cat salaries for
themselves.

The time to fight for better pay is now -
when we need the money, when we have
the strength to fight. The idea of putting off
a fight for better pay until just before the
Olympics is a silly strategy. It would be like
starting the marathon when your greatest
rival is already halfway round the course.

<><><>

The redeployment offer is not what its
advocates claim it is.

Firstly, it only applies to drivers, and only
to 25 of them. Other grades are justifiably
furious about this straightforward injustice.
We must not fall for management attempts
to privilege one grade above others in order
to divide us against each other.

But the offer does not guarantee an
alternative job even for those lucky 25
drivers - only to help them get a CSA post,
and only if they meet the requirements.
Most medical conditions that make you
unfit to drive a train also make you unfit to
work on a station! So it’s a P45 for you ...

LUL already has a policy (known as
'redeployment'!) that assists people into
alternative positions if they develop medical
problems but does not guarantee them such
a position. This ‘offer’ goes little further
than that, and by restricting it to just 25
drivers, is actually a step backwards.

T ubeworker is a little alarmed,
having heard a few workmates

speculate that they might vote
Conservative at the General Election.
We know how much New Labour has
betrayed Tube workers - and working-
class people in general - but before you
jump out of the frying pan into the fire,
let us remind you of a few points.

The Tory Party is the enemy of
working people and our movement. They
defeated the miners, they have tied us up
in anti-union laws, they plan further
laws to deny us our democratic right to
strike, they systematically attack poor
people and feather the nests of the rich.

They opposed every piece of social
progress for working-class people, from
the NHS to the minimum wage. They
privatised the mainline railway, and
whole swathes of public services,
decimating workers’ pay and conditions
and slashing services. While we oppose
New Labour’s wars, the Tories’ hands
are covered in the blood of the many
unjustified wars they have pursued in
the past, and will pursue in the future.

This is straightforward: they represent
the bosses. Voting Tory is the political
equivalent of crossing a picket line.

However much New Labour attacks
and betrays us, we must never fall into
the trap of seeing the Tories as our
saviours, or even as a ‘lesser evil’. They
are not.

VOTE TORY? YOU'RE
HAVING A LAUGH

WOT NO SUPERVISOR?
A cton Town staff were alarmed when management produced duty sheets for Alperton, Park

Royal and Sudbury Town showing CSAs ‘babysitting’ stations ie. working alone.
Without the protection of a Supervisor, CSAs could face all sorts of problems - evacuating stations

alone, being abused or assaulted, dealing with service disruptions, etc. And in any case, LUL does not
pay us enough to do another grade’s work on the cheap! And the Supervisors’ duties were uncovered
despite Supervisors being available cover them on overtime. Why? So LUL can save money.

The good news is that vocal protests from staff and RMT forced management to back down.
Stand up for yourself and you can win!

LUL will no doubt try this elsewhere, and are already at it on East Ham group (surprise!). If it goes
unchecked, it gives LUL a precedent and helps their ‘argument’ that Supervisors are not needed on
many stations. So it is vital that every instance of a station being run with no Supervisor is questioned
and stopped by workers and the unions. If needed, staff should refuse to work without a Supervisor.

The momentum of successful resistance at Acton Town should spread to other groups and start to
turn the tide of management’s staff-cutting antics.
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OXO FAMILY FIGHTS BACK!
O xford Circus management began to

only authorise overtime for dead
earlies and dead lates, leaving other duties
uncovered: a money-motivated insult that
implies some of our jobs are superfluous.
Will we see posts abolished altogether?

Staff resisted. Across grades and unions,
they are refusing extreme turns on overtime.
Result: station closures. OXO closed on a
Friday night when a Supervisor refused to
stay on and work the night shift. LUL can
now see who does the work on this job.

www.workersliberty.org/bakerloo

SLAP IN THE FACE

LUL hospitalised two ‘customers’ by
allowing them to be whacked in the

face by an inter-car barrier at Mile End.
The barrier was reported loose earlier,

at Leytonstone. But LUL, determined to
keep trains running in service no matter
what kind of dangerous state they are in,
decided to carry on regardless.

www.workersliberty.org/LTsafety

‘AGREEMENT’ CUTS JOBS

The Trains Council 2009 agreement will
see a cut in spares and pool coverage,

with some depots seeing drivers’ posts lost
from the establishment. Some bits of the
agreement may bring benefits, but we can
not accept these coming at the cost of jobs.

Apparently, better attendance means less
cover is needed. If we heed LUL’s pleas to
improve attendance, our reward is job cuts!

Tubeworker is never surprised when
management cut jobs, but we expect our
unions to object. But Trains Council agreed!

ASLEF dominate the staff side and all bar
one of them voted for it. But while no RMT
reps voted for it, not all voted against it.

Functional reps are released from work to
represent us. When workers elect reps, we
expect them to defend jobs not let them go.

www.workersliberty.org/staffinglevels

HAMMERSMITH ACTION

ASLEF and RMT are battling new
duty sheets at Hammersmith depot

that cut inside turns and leave drivers
working more weekends and extreme
turns. With both unions balloting, those
duty sheets are heading for the shredder.

www.workersliberty.org/handc

REINSTATE MERCY ODISI!
LUL sacked Mercy Odisi, Green Park

SAMF, over ticket office irregularities.
But the real ‘irregularity’ is LUL’s
accountancy system, under which ticket
sellers don’t count their money at the end of
their duty! A private company collects it,
another counts it, and any discrepancy is
reported months later, by which time the
SAMF can not explain it. Never mind the
injustice, LUL puts them in the dock!

LUL’s recklessness with both public
money and workers’ jobs is a scandal.

www.workersliberty.org/piccadilly

PHILLY WORKERS STRIKE

Tube and other transport workers in
Philadelphia, USA, were on strike in

early November. Talks have dragged on
since March, and workers felt they were
well overdue some action to put pressure
on the bosses to deliver. Sound familiar?

www.workersliberty.org/internationalrail

HOUNDED OUT

The Holborn CSA caught on a YouTube
video has resigned his job, apparently

on the advice of his union, TSSA.
They plan to take a constructive dismissal

case to Tribunal, but that places great faith
in a legal system that usually backs the boss.
The episode has given a green light to
crusaders riding round London filming Tube
workers trying to get us sacked.

We pay union subs so that when we need
support, we get it. Staff now wonder if this
particular union is worth the subs, just for
advice to give up and cling to a legal straw.

www.workersliberty.org/sicksystem

NEW JOBS, BAD NEWS

Edgware Road management want to
create three new Station Supervisor

jobs. But these Supervisors will spend all

day on the platform, having a go at
drivers! Isn’t that a DMT’s job?! Only a
DMT is paid more.

If the problem is getting trains out of
Edgware Road more efficiently, we need
new drivers’ jobs, rather than posts that
pit one grade of worker against another.

www.workersliberty.org/handc

GIS A LIFT

The Hampstead lifts power problem
continues, with two taken out of service

totally due to problems with the ropes. Local
managers instructed that, should the power
to the other two fail, the station should stay
open and passengers use the stairs: 300+ of
them, in the Underground’s deepest station!

Supervisors refused, the local RMT safety
rep got on the case, and the line controller
ruled it would be unsafe to open the station
in these conditions. Managers were forced to
u-turn and withdraw the instruction.

A few hours later, the lift power failed. If
the staff and rep had not stood up to the ‘stay
open’ instruction, they would have had to
put customers in danger. We see again the
management mission to keep stations open
at all costs and that only resistance from
staff keeps the public safe.

www.workersliberty.org/northern

BONKERS BANKERS

L loyds bankers are to share £2 million
for Christmas parties - most going to

top dogs and very little to us mutts.
At a time when the posties are fighting for
their jobs and conditions, when there are
cuts in education and other sevices, when
LUL/TfL are offered rises so small even
Sherlock Holmes would have trouble
finding them, this is barking mad!

www.workersliberty.org/tubefatcats

NO SILENCE ON SAFETY

When management left CSA and
SAMF duties uncovered at South

Woodford, the Station Supervisor had an
evening’s grief, dealing with everything
alone as passengers vented their anger about
the closed ticket office and lack of staff.

Rightly, he submitted an EIRF explaining
the problems. Rather than act on his
concerns, a manager popped round to see
him and threatened that if he did it again,
they would discipline him! Note to LUL:
threatening to discipline someone for
raising safety concerns is against the law!

We will not tolerate managers bullying
staff into silence about safety.

www.workersliberty.org/central

SEEING OFF THE BNP AT UPNEY

When RMT heard that BNP leader
Nick Griffin was to launch his

election campaign as MP for Barking &
Dagenham from Upney station, the union
knew it had to resist this. Fascists threaten
trade unionists, ethnic minorities, lesbian
and gay people and others.

50 RMT and anti-fascist campaigners
protested outside Upney station. The
handful of fascists who arrived on the
platform turned back when they heard it!
Local station staff, convinced by RMT
reps, would have closed the station on
genuine safety grounds if the BNP had
arrived. The BNP were aggressive on the
phone to LU in the run-up to the protest.

The protest prevented the BNP’s media
stunt this time, but with Griffin’s election
campaign just starting, we need to keep
organising. We need to recognise the
BNP as the enemy they are and to use
direct action like refusal to work,
alongside campaigning in the local
community, to resist them.

www.workersliberty.org/anti-fascism

    RMT National President: VOTE PETER PINKNEY

Tubeworker is produced by Tube workers and published by Workers’ Liberty, an organisation
fighting as part of the labour movement for a socialist alternative to both capitalism and

Stalinism, based on common ownership and democracy.
We want one democratic, fighting union for all railworkers. We reject artificial divisions
between workers of different grades. We oppose racism, sexism, homophobia and all

prejudice that divides us. Only our bosses benefit from a divided workforce.
Tubeworker’s weblog - daily updates

www.workersliberty.org/twblog


